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Are you looking
to grow?

Is innovation
top-of-mind?
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Have you truly
considered
foreign markets?

Do you have a succession
plan in place? Has it been
clearly communicated?

Welcome to the Family Business Survey
Family businesses play a crucial role in the Canadian and global economy. For
this reason, PwC has recently surveyed close to 2,000 family businesses in over 30
countries globally as part of PwC’s Family Business Survey—our largest study to date
since the survey was first conducted in 2007.
We recognize that family businesses are unique—they are faced with opportunities and challenges on
a day-to-day basis that not only influence the long-term growth of the company, but have a significant
impact on future generations.
Results of the survey indicate that Canadian family businesses are focused on steady growth over
the next five years. Although they are confident they will achieve this, their reluctance to expand
into international markets is one particular area that concerned me. To successfully compete in
today’s increasingly competitive global landscape, family businesses will need to set their sights on
international markets and recognize the need to innovate to achieve their growth projections over the
long-term.
Participants have identified the internal and external challenges they believe will impact their
business over the next five years and the changes they feel are on the horizon. With the number of
baby-boomers expected to transition ownership in the coming years, companies need to be clear on
what their plan is for succession.
PwC is committed to helping family businesses succeed. We hope you will find the information
shared in this report useful as you plan for the future of your business.
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Introduction
Family businesses are an integral part of the Canadian and global
economy. They are the engine that drives growth. For world markets
to do well, family businesses need to do well. Recently, close to 2,000
family businesses from over 30 countries took part in PwC’s Global
Family Business Survey, a record number of participants since the
survey was introduced in 2007.
This report highlights the views of 77 Canadian family businesses
from across the country. Participants have provided us with valuable
insights into their performance, internationalization and the unique
qualities and traits that set family businesses apart.
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One of the goals for conducting this survey is
to provide a global perspective of how family
businesses see themselves, not just among
peers within their own country.

The findings show that Canada’s family businesses have achieved and
continue to strive for steady, measured growth. Sixty per cent have
experienced sales growth over the past 12 months, which lagged
slightly behind the global results (65%). This may be attributed to the
stability of the Canadian economy during and since the global financial
crisis of 2008. We fared much better than most—our lows were not as
extreme and so our growth has been less dramatic, as well.
Family businesses in Canada took care of their balance sheets through
the recession to make sure they were in healthy positions and today,
they are well-capitalized. But the caution that served family businesses
so well through the global economic downturn may also be limiting
their potential. The survey findings reveal that Canada’s family
businesses are focused on the domestic market at the expense of
expanding sales outside Canada in developing economies poised for
significant growth. This risk aversion to global markets is consistent
with the research from Owning the today and tomorrow of your business,
the 2012 Business Insights Survey of Canadian Private Companies1,
which polled private company leaders across the country. It also
explains why only 1% of family businesses in Canada are planning
to grow quickly and aggressively. More Canadian family businesses
should be using their position of strength to grow globally.
Their hesitancy to do so may reflect the top internal and external
challenges they cited over the next 12 months; finding the right talent
(69%), market conditions (57%) and dealing with fierce competition
(36%). These were also the top three challenges cited in the 2012
Business Insights Survey.

At the same time, family businesses have identified key differentiators
and critical advantages they have over other companies, including their
entrepreneurial spirit, deep connection to staff and customers, speed
of decision-making and adaptability. Perhaps most important, family
businesses are focused on the long-term viability of the business and
not quarterly results. They are doing everything they can to position
their businesses for long-term generational success. They should be
using these differentiators to attract top talent who can bring new ideas
to the table and help them deal with the increased competition they are
expecting from larger global players.
New talent with global experience can also help family businesses
innovate—another key challenge identified by this year’s respondents.
Owners of family businesses are always focused on their unique value
proposition to their customers. In order to maintain their competitive
advantage and drive that value proposition they need to continue
to innovate. That innovation can be as simple as reaching out to
customers and finding out what value means to them and then making
sure your products deliver that value. It can also mean keeping a keen
eye on the competition, or similar businesses in other countries.
One of the goals for conducting this survey is to provide a global
perspective of how family businesses see themselves, not just among
peers within their own country. It can be used as a resource to
help measure your company against global benchmarks and gain
insights into what’s working and what’s not. We hope you find this
report useful as you address the specific challenges that impact your
business in the long-term.

1. 406 owners and leaders participated in the 2012 Business Insights Survey of Canadian Private Companies.
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Key findings at a glance

Growth outlook

Advantages that set
family businesses
apart

60%

Role in the economy

• Strong staff and customer relationships

of family businesses
in Canada have experienced sales
growth over the past 12 months

88%

are looking to grow
over the next five years

• Loyalty and trust
• Agility and speed of decision-making
• High motivation and values

Disadvantages that
set family businesses
apart

• Attracting the right skills and talent

• Family politics

• Competition (price and number
of competitors)

• Reduced access to capital

• The economy

• Difficulty separating the family from
the business

• The need to innovate

• Challenges with succession planning
• Poor corporate structure

Creating a lasting legacy

• Provide stability in a
balanced economy

• More autonomy and control

Key challenges ahead

6

• Play a vital role in the
country’s job creation

Strategies to survive
and thrive in the
coming years

Succession

51%
14%

• Adopt more corporate behaviour

plan to pass the
business down to
the next generation

• Move into niche areas

will pass down
ownership, but
employ non-family professional
management

How government
can support family
businesses
• Easier access to finance
• Remove perceived tax
disadvantage

Internationalization

65%

do not
generate sales from
exporting goods or
services to foreign
markets

Managing family
dynamics

More than 80%
have procedures in place to deal
with family conflict
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Performance and challenges
Business growth experienced in the past 12 months

Growth objectives over the next five years

Percentage of respondents

Percentage of respondents

60

Grown a lot/
a little

No change

Reduced a lot/
a little

65
22

Grow quickly 1
and aggressively

12
87

Grow steadily

69

15
18
19

8

Consolidate
Canada
Global

Sixty per cent of family businesses in Canada reported sales growth
in the last year, compared to 65% of family businesses globally. This
slight gap may be the result of Canada’s economic stability as compared
to global counterparts that suffered greater losses during the global
financial crisis of 2008 and much more volatility since.

Shrink

16
4

Canada
Global

2

The vast majority of Canadian family businesses (87%) plan to grow
steadily over the next five years, as compared to the global average of
69%. Only 1% of Canadian family businesses aim to grow quickly and
aggressively compared to 12% globally. Virtually all family businesses
in Canada (99%) predicting growth are confident they will achieve it.
This confidence is based on strong past performance. “Canada’s
family businesses came through the recession much better than other
companies,” says Sharon Duguid, director, Centre for Entrepreneurs
and Family Enterprise, PwC. “Their focus is the long-term and they
plan for steady growth because it’s what they have done consistently
year after year. It may be cautious, but it’s also pragmatic and realistic.”
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Virtually all family businesses in
Canada (99%) predicting growth
are confident they will achieve it.

“

I t’s hard to get the skilled people we
need—the labour force is aging.
Second generation family business

”

Top internal challenges that will affect family businesses in the
next 12 months
Percentage of respondents
69
Staff recruitment

43
56
14

The majority of Canadian respondents (69%) cite staff recruitment as the top internal
challenge, up from 56% in 2010. Finding the right talent is viewed as a much greater
challenge in Canada than it is globally, with 43% of international family businesses
listing it as their biggest internal challenge. This is not surprising as a demographic
shift is taking hold in Canada: boomers are preparing to leave the workforce in
growing numbers at the same time that demand for sophisticated leaders, who both
understand technology and the global marketplace, is growing.
“Talent is a concern across all industries and sectors, but it becomes a bigger challenge
for family businesses because everyone is competing for the same talent. Typically,
family businesses are not able or willing to compete with corporate players when it
comes to compensation,” says Duguid. “As well, their conservative growth strategies
while practical, may not hold as much appeal for younger talent who want the
opportunity to move up the ranks and add value quickly.”
“Family businesses that offer competitive salaries and an equity stake to top talent
benefit in the long-term,” Duguid continues. “They can and should also do more
to sell their key competitive advantages: their commitment and loyalty to their
people. Today’s generation want to work with companies that have strong values and
recognize their people. Family businesses often live their values, but they haven’t
necessarily taken the time to identify and share their unique corporate culture.”

Succession planning

8
7
10
17

Cash flow/cost control

19
9
Technology

10
17
9

Availability of finance

14
13
8
21

Company reorganization

25
8
10

Business/product development
4

Canada 2012
Global 2012
Canada 2010
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Top external challenges that will affect family
businesses in the next 12 months
Percentage of respondents
57
Market conditions

54
74
36

Competition

“

27
22
27

Government policy/regulation

27
15

Second generation family business

14
Exchange rates

 he financial markets are our top external
T
challenge, including competitive growth
from the Asian market and customer
uncertainty about the economy.

”

17
12

Externally, 57% of Canadian family businesses cite market conditions
as the top concern, down significantly from 74% in 2010. This is
followed by competition at 36% (up from 22% in 2010) reflecting
tighter margins and growing competition from global companies.

8
Availability of finance

7
N/A
6

Fiscal tax regime

9
16
6

Interest rates

6
12
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Canada 2012
Global 2012
Canada 2010

“When we conducted the survey in 2010, we were just emerging from
the global recession of 2008. Today, market conditions are much more
favourable. Canada’s family businesses, in particular, have emerged
stronger and that has given them confidence,” says Duguid. “At the
same time, those companies that survived the recession are leaner and
meaner, making competition that much more aggressive.”

Looking forward to the next five years, attracting the right talent
remains the number one concern for 62% of Canadian family
businesses, followed by price competition (53%), the economy
(49%), the number of businesses competing (48%) and the need to
continually innovate (42%). The global picture presents a slightly
different prioritization, with the economy the top concern for 66% of
global family businesses followed by the need to innovate (62%), price
competition (59%), attracting the right talent (58%) and retaining key
staff (46%). The differences can be attributed to the aging workforce
and tight talent pool in Canada and the stability of the Canadian
economy, which has kept many family businesses from seeking out new
geographic markets with greater growth potential.

Key challenges within the next five years
Percentage of respondents
62

Attracting the right skills/talent

58
53

Price competition

59
49

General economic situation

66
48

Number of businesses competing

40
42

Need to continually innovate

“

I think the challenges will be trying to stay
competitive with corporations and not
being driven out of the market due to cost
factors or other issues. The world is losing
the personal touch due to declining
number of family businesses. There is less
of a bond between businesses and their
customers.

”

Second generation family business

62
36

Complying with regulations

39
35

Company succession planning

32
31

Retaining key staff

46
27

Need for new technology

37
27

Suppliers/supply chain

Conflict between family members

27
9

Canada
Global

9
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Going global
Family businesses in Canada remain tightly focused on growing domestically.
Sixty-five per cent of individuals surveyed do not generate sales from
exporting goods or services to foreign markets, compared to 33% of global
respondents. That number is expected to change to just 56% over the next five
years. “This reluctance to move into global markets is a problem for Canadian
family businesses,” says Tahir Ayub, Canadian Private Company Services
Leader, PwC. “The Canadian market is small and it’s mature. All the growth
is taking hold in developing markets. There is no way for family businesses in
Canada to grow significantly in the next five years unless they go global. This
is likely why this year’s respondents don’t plan to grow aggressively in the
coming years.”

Which new countries/regions do you plan to target for
international sales in the next five years?
Percentage of respondents exporting to foreign markets in next five years
Canada
Global

44
34
30
26

25
21

21

18
14

“

 igh Canadian dollar, high labour costs
H
and competition are our three biggest
challenges.

”

Vice president, transportation and
warehousing services company
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6
Americas

Asia Pacific

Europe

Africa

No new
countries

Growth projections are higher when you look at the global results
because the demands are higher. The rapid growth in Asia, for example,
means its demands for goods and services are greater. In fact, 26%
of Canadian respondents have no plans to export to new geographic
markets over the next five years. Those Canadian family businesses
that are looking to expand into new regions are targeting the Americas
(44%), Asia Pacific (21%), and Europe (21%), particularly countries
such as the US (35%) and China (12%).

What are the three biggest challenges of operating in an
increasingly international market?
Percentage of respondents
Canada
Global

32

24
19

21

16
11

Exchange rate
fluctuations

Competition

Containing costs

Canadian family businesses cite a number of challenges to international
expansion, including exchange rate fluctuations (32%), competition
(24%) and containing costs (21%). However, family businesses should
see international growth as an opportunity, not just a risk.

“The top challenge around internationalization is managing exchange rate
fluctuations and the strong Canadian dollar, but we have had a dollar that
has been at par for several years now. This is our new reality,” says Ayub. “The
Canadian companies that export significantly around the world have managed to
figure out how to operate with a strong dollar. It is possible. Part of the problem is
a lack of sophistication, particularly with smaller, younger family businesses. Half
of the Canadian respondents have sales of less than $20 million. I would suggest
that the larger companies with sales of more than $50 million have a much more
diversified international strategy than the smaller companies. The fact remains,
regardless of size, in today’s digitally connected world, anyone can reach into
your market and offer consumers the same product or service. At the same time,
Canadian family businesses also have that same opportunity. They are in a good
position to take on more risk and debt to finance global growth.”

“

 lobal demand for commodities is making
G
our exports uncompetitive because of a
strong Canadian dollar. China is taking a
lot of commodities, making the Canadian
economy stronger, but it makes it harder for
exporters like us.

”

Second generation family business
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Key characteristics of a family business
Canadian family businesses identify a number of perceived advantages over non-family businesses.

Trust, transparency and loyalty
“Trust the people that work with you—they have your best
interest at heart as they are family and want the company
to succeed.”
Canadian family business executive, construction company

Passion and motivation for
the business
“The pride, motivation and passion that you have towards
a family business you are part of is unparalleled.”
Second generation family business

Culture and sense of community
Adaptability and speed of
decision‑making

“Family businesses have a different way of treating customers and staff.
We see the staff as being like family. We would hope that it reflects in a
positive customer experience.”
President, automotive retailer

“Speed in decision-making is a positive differentiator. It
means we can react more quickly to market conditions.”
Second generation family business

Autonomy and control over
decision‑making
“You are not accountable to shareholders, whether you make
money or lose it, it’s your own problem. The only person to answer
to is the bank. As a family business you have complete control.”
Operations manager, residential homebuilder
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87% agree that family businesses play
an important role in job creation.

Do you agree with each of the following statements about family businesses?
Percentage of respondents
Canada

Global

Play an important role in job creation

87

Add stability to a balanced economy

83

Reinvent themselves with each generation

51

Take a longer term approach to decision-making

53

Take more risks

35

Less open to new thinking and ideas

34

10

47

12
17

53

32

35

7

63

8

26

8

72

3

73

More entrepreneurial

77

4

39
34

29
30
36

Agree
Disagree

“Family businesses have a great story to tell. They should be talking
about key differentiators to create more awareness outside the
organization and to attract talent,” says Duguid.
Canadian family businesses are in agreement about a number of
positive differentiators: 87% agree that family business plays an
important role in job creation, compared to 77% globally. Eighty-three
per cent believe family businesses add stability to a balanced economy,
compared to 72% of global family businesses. And 73% of family
businesses in Canada believe they are more entrepreneurial than nonfamily businesses.
“Canadian family businesses are critical to the economic well-being
of the country,” says Duguid. “On the ground, family business is what
keeps communities in action. I think people underestimate the power of
family and private businesses in Canada because we tend to only hear
about the big public companies or the big brands. We fail to see that
the majority of the economy is driven by small to medium-sized private
companies, which are largely made up of family businesses.”
The Canadian supplement to the 2012/13 PwC Global Family Business Survey
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Canadian family businesses also identified a number of perceived disadvantages over non-family businesses.

Family politics, conflict and
competing personalities
“Competition and jealousy between family members
is a negative. You have to be prepared to make some
decisions that sometimes hurt the family structure.”

Achieving a work/life balance
“The fact is that it becomes business 24/7—every
family event, every family get together becomes
about business.”
Second generation family business

Chairman, commercial contracting company

Poor corporate structure/
availability of expertise

Access to finance
“You don’t have the deep pockets
of a large corporation.”

Challenges around succession

Second generation family business

“Identifying the who, what, when and why of
transitioning the business to the children or setting
it up so the children will harvest the fruit of your
labour.”
Second generation family business
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“The organizational structure of a family business is
different. It’s slightly less structured because you’re
trying to accommodate family that you’re putting
into key positions within the company where their
technical skills have not yet been proven.”
CEO, excavating company

Family businesses in Canada are much less likely to have non-family members
on the board than family businesses in other countries.

38%
21%
18%

of Canadian respondents have non-family members on the
board, compared with 64% of family businesses globally
have non-family staff who have shares in the business
are likely to offer shares to non-family members
in the next five years

“This is all part of the psychology of entrepreneurs that defines family businesses.
Often, the owner/manager and the team at the top are accustomed to having all the
control. It’s difficult for them to relinquish any part of it,” says Duguid. “This may work
for a period of time, but then they find themselves suddenly too big, without the right
corporate structure, systems or people in place to manage effectively and steward the
company to further growth. They don’t have a board or shareholders to challenge their
decisions. This speaks to Canada being younger than many global family businesses, with
many of our family businesses being first or second generation. In Europe, for example,
many family businesses are fourth, fifth or sixth generation, so they have learned better
business practices. There comes a point when family businesses start to recognize they
need outside voices to make better decisions. A good place to start is a small advisory
board with non-family members—professionals that can offer strategic input. This also
helps to bring more structure and formality to shareholder and management meetings.”

What will family businesses
look like in 2017?
Survey respondents predicted differences emerging
over the next five years, including:
• succession and the likelihood that the next
generation won’t want/be able to continue
• need to adapt to survive; how to grow, move
into niches, lack of access to capital
• threats of competition and consolidation by
larger global players

The Canadian supplement to the 2012/13 PwC Global Family Business Survey
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Family and succession planning
Almost all Canadian family businesses surveyed (99%) have family
members employed as senior executives within the company compared
with 92% globally. Just under two-thirds (65%) have family members
working in other roles, compared to 47% globally. Less than one
quarter of family businesses in Canada have non-working family
member shareholders, compared with almost half globally.

Canada

Global

99%

92%

65%

47%

27%

14%

23%

48%

have family members working as
senior executives within the company

have family members working within the company,
but not as senior executives

have family members who don’t work
for the company or have shares, but
are recompensed in other ways

have family members who don’t work for
the company but have company shares
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“The differences in responses are largely a function of age and size.
Canadian companies tend to be younger and smaller than family
businesses in Europe or the US, for example,” says Duguid. “In
multigenerational businesses, often what happens is one stream of the
family remains in control of the business while cousins work elsewhere
but retain shares in the family business. The bigger the family grows,
the fewer number of family members work in the business. Instead,
they receive dividends. Typically there are processes in place to deal
with entering or exiting the business and what that looks like.”

Only 13% of family businesses
have a family constitution in place.

Which of the following procedures, if any, do you have
in place to deal with family conflict?

Family businesses have adopted a number of procedures to deal with
family member issues/conflict. In fact, more than 80% of respondents have
procedures in place, which is a considerable shift from 27% of Canadian
family businesses in 2010.

Percentage of respondents
69
Shareholders’ agreement

49
67
61

Incapacity and death arrangements

37
41
45

Entry and exit provisions

28
30
34

Measuring and appraising performance

32
26

Only 13% of Canadian respondents have a family constitution in place. This
is an extremely important tool for business families, yet many don’t realize
they need it until they are in a position of significant growth. “The family
constitution defines the goals and objectives of the business and aligns those
with the goals and objectives of the family and the objectives of the family in
the business,” says Duguid. “We recommend this to all of our family business
clients, regardless of company size. It helps ensure everyone has the same
expectations and understanding.”

29
Family council

29
33
23

Third-party mediator

The top three procedures in place to deal with family conflict are the
shareholders’ agreement (69%), incapacity and death arrangements (61%)
and entry and exit provisions (45%). In 2010, shareholders’ agreement
(67%) and incapacity and death arrangements (41%) were also the top
two procedures in place, followed by family councils (33%) and thirdparty mediators (33%). “A lot of business families in Canada view the
shareholders’ agreement as a conflict resolution tool. It is to a certain extent,
but it doesn’t address many of the issues families would have conflict over,”
says Duguid. “The arrangements in place to deal with incapacity and death
often don’t reflect current realities. They are drawn up at a point in time
and then not updated. I find many family business owners create a will and
a trust and then wait 21 years for their trust work to come up for change
before they revisit their will. A lot can change in 21 years.”

24
33
13

Family constitution

19
15
18

Nothing

21

Canada 2012
Global 2012
Canada 2010

N/A
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51% plan to pass on management of
the business to the next generation.

What changes do you anticipate in the next five years
within your business?
Percentage of respondents

Percentage of respondents who plan to sell/float
51

Pass on management
to the next generation

41
17

Sell/float

16

Other

Sell to management team

11

Pass on ownership,
but bring professional
management in

14

3
5

24

8
5
3

Canada
Global

One of the main reasons given for not passing the business down was
the belief that the next generation would not want to be involved.
This reflects the fact that there is a lot of assumed communication
within families, says Duguid. “When I speak to retiring owner/managers
and ask whether they’ve talked about leaving the business with their
families, 80% say they haven’t, or that they’ve spoken to one or two
Creating a lasting legacy

6

25

Forty-three per cent of family businesses anticipate a change in
ownership over the next five years. When asked what changes
they expect, 51%, compared to 41% globally, plan to pass on
the management of the business to the next generation, while
an additional 14% of Canadian family businesses plan to pass
on ownership to the next generation, but bring in professional
management. A further 16% don’t know what they will do at this stage.

20

8

Sell to private equity investors

17

Don't know

12

Sell to other company

individuals about their succession. They just assume everyone knows.
It’s shocking how few people in Canada have the conversation and
ask their children whether they are interested in taking over or not,
whereas in multigenerational businesses (fourth or fifth generation),
they start that dialogue with their children at a young age. They are
socialized into the business.
“There are expectations around what it will take to work in the family
business; a certain level of education may be required, they may need
to work outside the family business in a management position before
joining the family firm, or entry and exit provisions are defined. But
in Canada, those conversations aren’t taking place as often as they
should. This is where working with an outside advisor can really
help. The leading family businesses recognize the value of effective
communication. That’s why they are leaders.”

Government and society
Family businesses in Canada feel strongly that the government should make it easier to access finance,
which is consistent with the global average.
Do you agree with the following statements about the government and society?
Percentage of respondents
Canada
The government should make it easier for family
businesses to access finance
The government recognizes the importance of family businesses
Young people have the right skills and education
The government is doing what it can
to help businesses survive/develop

Global
58
39

30
21

63

12
28

23

27

35
35

15

16
38
35
55

Agree
Disagree

“Although respondents believe they should have improved access
to finance, this may be more a perceived problem than the reality in
Canada. Many family businesses do not want to take on debt, but when
they are prepared to do so, they can acquire it easily in most cases”,
says Ayub. “If there is an issue, it may come down to the size and age of
the company and a lack of sophistication when it comes to articulating
their needs effectively. I know that many of our private company clients
with sales over $50 million have no problem accessing capital.”
Canada is more likely than most countries to feel their government
recognizes the importance of family business. “The government
in Canada, provincially and nationally, has many initiatives to
encourage and enable private companies,” says Duguid. “That said,
there is always room for improvement when it comes to supporting
private companies. The question is, are family businesses spending
enough time lobbying and advocating for themselves and letting the
government know what they need to survive and grow?”

“

 e have a lack of skilled workers in
W
North America, not just in the United
States, but also in Canada. We don’t
have access to the people we need.
CEO, construction company

”
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Family businesses in Canada believe they have stronger values than other businesses and a strong sense of responsibility to staff
and community initiatives.
Do you agree with the following statements about family business and society?
Percentage of respondents
Canada
91

3

Do all you can to retain staff, even in the bad times

90

4

Sense of responsibility to support employment in areas where you operate

88

The culture and values tend to be stronger than in other types of businesses

82
Agree
Disagree

Family businesses in Canada are committed to their communities and
understand their role in people’s lives by providing jobs and giving
back. These attributes are also stronger for Canadian family businesses
than their global counterparts. They are building legacies and are
doing all they can to ensure they are competitive and their businesses
will continue to thrive.
“Many Canadian family businesses are still in first or second
generation, and many started with modest beginnings,” says Duguid.
“These businesses need community support to grow, and in return,
they are very supportive of community needs. It would wonderful to
know how many minor hockey teams, soccer leagues, or gymnastics
teams were sponsored by small but necessary donations from local
family businesses. This is a big part of why loyalty is such a strong value
in many family businesses.”

22

Global

Sense of responsibility to support community initiatives in your area

Creating a lasting legacy

1
3

70

8

81

5

77

7

78

5

How can government support family businesses?
Family businesses identified a number of areas where they feel the government could do a better job of supporting
and helping them succeed. This includes making it easier to access financing and by removing tax disadvantages
associated with passing down the business to the next generation.

General business issues:

Issues specific to family businesses:

• Access to tax cuts or incentives (e.g. corporate tax)

• Specific taxation issues (e.g. tax on succession)

• Reduction of red tape and bureaucracy

• Access to financing

• Reduction of (perceived unnecessary) regulations

• Help to facilitate the succession process through
financial and advisory support

• Encourage business growth, innovation and
entrepreneurship
• Invest in education and skills training
• Facilitate easier access to employees (e.g. more
reasonable employment law, access to skilled
immigrant workers)
• Allow businesses to write-off investments
(e.g. technology)

• Enable smaller businesses to employ staff for growth
(e.g. ease employment regulations, allow for skilled
immigration)
• Demonstrate the value of family businesses and their
contribution to society
• Provide advice, coaching, business training and
support skills training

• Support with research and development (R&D),
growth and financial and advisory development

“

 uccession taxation kills off a large portion of family businesses.
S
This needs to be looked at. I would recommend flexible financing
options from the government in order to guarantee the transition
process.

”

President, maintenance and technical service company
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In conclusion
Canadian family businesses realize they play an important role in the economy, but they also think
there are obstacles that threaten their long-term competitiveness. It’s clear they want government to
level the playing field by making it easier to access financing and removing tax disadvantages unique
to family businesses. But these disadvantages may be more perceived than real. The fact is, the
healthy state of Canada’s financial system has left banks open and progressive in their dealings with
private companies. In many cases, the Income Tax Act offers preferential treatment to homegrown
companies versus foreign companies. The key is to plan effectively and to use the incentives that are
available. This is an area where bringing in an advisor can help family businesses make the most of
the tools that are available to them.
The need to innovate was identified as a key challenge in the years ahead, although it was not as highly
prioritized by Canadian family businesses. This is another area where government or other bodies
could potentially help and support family businesses.
The biggest challenge identified by Canadian family businesses was finding the right talent. This
reflects the combination of the country’s tight talent pool and the aging demographic. The highperforming talent necessary to see family businesses into the future is a growing concern. Family
businesses in Canada believe they are well-positioned in terms of the procedures they have in place
to address family conflict. Only 9% of this year’s respondents think family conflict will be a challenge
over the next five years, however, this may be wishful thinking on their part.
Succession, what that will look like and what it will mean to the families behind these businesses
should be a top-of-mind issue as many of the current generation of leaders will be exiting in the next
three to five years. In many cases, the outgoing generation doesn’t appreciate the new complexities
of doing business nor are they planning to take a more global approach to business which is
necessary in today’s economic environment. Even though half plan to pass the business on to the next
generation, they have concerns about their capabilities. Succession should be an ongoing process, not
one that begins every thirty years. It’s clear that this is a pivotal time for family businesses in Canada
and by extension, for the economic well-being of the country.
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Methodology and demographics
This report highlights the views of 77 Canadian companies that were interviewed between June and September 2012 via a 20–35 minute, semi-structured telephone interview.
The Canadian portion of the survey is one component of PwC’s Global Family Business Survey of 1,952 interviews in over 30 countries.
Key decision makers of family businesses were interviewed by Kudos Research and the results were then analyzed by Jigsaw Research.

Profile of Canadian respondents:
What was your company’s total revenue
in the last financial year ($US)?
9

2
25

9

30

$5-10 million

Under 20 years

$11-20 million

20-49 years

11

$21-50 million

50+ years

$51-100 million
$101-500 million

%

How long has your company
been operating?

42

1
26

%

Construction

1 generation

Automotive

2 generations

Manufacturing

4 generations
5+ generations

5
6

4

4

32
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Does the owner of your company have dayto-day responsibility for ownership and/or
management of the business?
Yes, own and manage

4

Yes, ownership but not management

Retail
Agriculture
Transport

%

Wholesale

19

14
55

61

In which sector does your
company operate?

3 generations

More than 101

30

47

How many family generations
have managed the company?

21–100

9

%

25

10

Fewer than 20

%

$500 million +

6 3

How many employees does your company
have, in total, in all locations?

Mining and utilities

17

%

Business activities
Other

96

Real estate/renting
Finance
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“

In a family business, everyone seems
to be pushing for the same team, moving
together in the right direction.
Second generation family business
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Private Company Services
Contacts
Canadian Private
Company Services Leader
Tahir Ayub
604 806 7502
PricewaterhouseCoopers Place
250 Howe Street, Suite 700
Vancouver, British Columbia
V6C 3S7
Calgary
Ian Gunn
403 509 7543
Nadja Ibrahim
403 509 7538

Halifax
Mike Anaka
902 491 7442

Ottawa
Marc Normand
613 755 8733

Sydney
Rita Anderson
902 564 1472

Waterloo
Glen Dyrda
519 570 5715

Dean Landry
902 491 7437

99 Bank Street, Suite 800
Ottawa, Ontario
K1P 1E4

500 George St, Suite 220
Sydney, Nova Scotia
B1P 1K6

95 King Street South, Suite 201
Waterloo, Ontario
N2J 5A2

Québec City
Thomas Bouchard
418 691 2448

Greater Toronto Area
Frank Magliocco
416 228 4228

Windsor
Loris Macor
519 985 8913

Place de la Cité, Tour Cominar
2640 Boulevard Laurier,
Bureau 1700
Sainte-Foy, Québec
G1V 5C2

Kathy Munro
416 218 1491

245 Ouellette Ave, Suite 300
Windsor, Ontario
N9A 7J4

1601 Lower Water Street,
Suite 400
Halifax, Nova Scotia
B3J 3P6
Hamilton
Jason Safar
905 972 4118

Suncor Energy Centre
111 5th Avenue SW, Suite 3100
Calgary, Alberta
T2P 5L3

Beth Webel
905 972 4117
21 King St West, Main Floor
Hamilton, Ontario
L8P 4W7

Edmonton
David Bryan
780 441 6709

London
Chirag Shah
519 640 7914

44 Chipman Hill, Suite 300
Saint John, New Brunswick
E2L 4B9

465 Richmond Street, Suite 300
London, Ontario
N6A 5P4

Saskatoon
Lee Braaten
306 668 5968

Montréal
Yves Bonin
514 205 5220

123 2nd Ave South, Suite 200
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan
S7K 7E6

Sonia Boisvert
514 205 5312

St. John’s
Ron Walsh
709 724 3778

Toronto Dominion Tower
10088 102 Avenue NW,
Suite 1501
Edmonton, Alberta
T5J 3N5
Fraser Valley
Leo Smyth
604 495 8941

Saint John
Simon Kent
506 653 9400

13450 102nd Avenue, Suite 1400
1250 René Lévesque Boulevard W.
Surrey, British Columbia
Atlantic Place
Bureau 2800
V3T 5X3
215 Water Street, Suite 802
Montréal, Québec
St John’s, Newfoundland
H3B 2G4
A1C 6C9

North American Life Building
5700 Yonge St., Suite 1900
Toronto, Ontario
M2M 4K7
PwC Tower
18 York Street, Suite 2600
Toronto, Ontario
M5J 0B2
Truro
Nancy Frame
902 896 4357
710 Prince Street
Truro, Nova Scotia
B2N 5E5

Winnipeg
Danny Wright
204 926 2427
One Lombard Place, Suite 2300
Winnipeg, Manitoba
R3B 0X6
York Region
Jag Patel
905 326 5335
400 Bradwick Drive, Suite 100
Concord, Ontario
L4K 5V9

Vancouver
John Bunting
604 806 7797
Dave Chucko
604 806 7911
Sharon Duguid
604 806 7583
Colleen Reichgeld
604 806 7098
PricewaterhouseCoopers Place
250 Howe Street, Suite 700
Vancouver, British Columbia
V6C 3S7
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www.pwc.com/ca/private

About PwC’s Private Company Services
More than 65% of PwC Canada’s clients are private companies, ranging from high net
worth individuals to owner-managed family businesses and large, professionally-managed
businesses. PwC’s Private Company Services (PCS) group is a dedicated team of business
advisors who help private company owners with the complex issues of managing a successful
private company, while keeping an eye on their long-term business and personal goals.
PCS offers the perspective of a third party with professional industry knowledge, business
consulting, tax and accounting experience.
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